STEVEN P. JOBS, 1955-2011

Apple’s Visionary Redefined Digital Age

INTERACTIVE FEATURE: Which of Steve Jobs’s Products Mattered Most?
Steve Jobs helped invent several products that changed the way people do things. Tell us which of his products had the greatest impact on you.

Steve Jobs Had Waged Public Battle With Cancer
By JOHN MARKOFF
Mr. Jobs helped usher in the era of the personal computer and led a cultural transformation in mobile communications and music for the digital age.

Death Draws Outpouring of Grief and Tributes
By MATT RICHTER
Fans of Mr. Jobs and Apple’s products reacted to his death with a veritable technological 21-gun salute.

A Tough Balancing Act Remains Ahead for Apple
By NICK WINGFIELD
Apple’s executives will have to figure out how to follow the lessons Steven P. Jobs imparted prior to his death without being trapped by his legacy and unable to adapt to future changes.

A tribute to Steven P. Jobs outside an Apple store in Beijing on Thursday.